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Fabrication of Hacksaw Cutter using Slider Crank Mechanism 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A mechanism is a device designed to transform input forces and movement into a desired set of output 

forces and movement. Mechanisms generally consist of moving components such as gears and gear 

trains, belt and chain drives, cam and follower mechanisms, and as well as frictionless devices. In this 

project we are dealing with the single slider crank mechanism. It is a basic four bar chain. It consists 

of one sliding pair and three turning pairs. It is usually found in reciprocating steam engine 

mechanism. This type of mechanism converts rotary motion into reciprocating motion and vice versa. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The main objective is to fabricate the hacksaw cutter machine using the principle of slider 

crank mechanism. This can be used for industrial applications like cutting the wooden blocks, 

metal bars as well as Household purposes like cutting pvc pipes and other materials. Initially 

modeling is done in solidworks as per dimensions to achieve required stroke and velocity for 

the cutter. The slider in the crank slider mechanism is replaced by hacksaw cutter to get the 

required model of Hacksaw cutter machine. The Kinematic analysis is also carried out in 

Solidworks to obtain the Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration of the Cutter for the given 

configuration. The Fabrication of Hacksaw cutter includes various operations like drilling, 

cutting, welding, grinding etc., Importance of this project lies in the very fact that it is reducing 

the human effort. Secondly, this cutter can be used and transferred to our working place easily. 
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Necessity of Hack Saw Machine 

 

Increasing the productivity is one of the main requirements of production engineering in any kind of 

manufacturing industry. Either by reducing the operation time or by improving the capability of the 

machine to produce the components in an increased number at the same time is very essential for an 

industry to achieve the same. This project employs the Single slider crank mechanism in power 

hacksaw machine which enables it to cut two components at a time thereby improving the 

productivity. In today’s world time a machine should be less time consuming. Power hacksaw cut one 

piece at one time so there was a loss in production rate. Power hacksaw overcome this time consuming 

problem. Power hacksaw is a fine tooth power saw with blade held under tension in the frame. So the 

production rate increase twice then that of power hacksaws. 

  

The fact that the operator has to feed the work-piece to the required length in to the vice is one aspect 

that motivated us to automate the feeding of work-piece automatically. Another one aspect is that after 

a shaft has been cut for one time, the operator has to unload the work-piece and advance the rest of the 

work-piece to the required length again and again till the end of the work-piece is reached. The Power 

hacksaw machine though being able to cut the shaft or rod without requiring any human effort to cut, 

it does require a human intervention to feed the work-piece many times with measurements being 

taken each time before feeding. There in arose a need to completely automate the process of cutting, 

and here we are with a proposal which will aid in eliminating the effort of the people associated with 

it. 

 

History of Hacksaw Machine 

                  The history of the hacksaw machine is associated with regular hand saws. 

Handsaws per se have been present since the time of the ancient Egyptians. Hieroglyphics in that era 

showcased the importance of wood in the community and how the Egyptians dealt in cutting it. 

Modern versions of the hand saw are based on the first one developed by the Kulibert Saw Company. 

As the demand to cut and saw harder types of materials grew, the power hacksaw was developed and 

created to alleviate the effort in doing the procedure. 

 

Objective of the work 

                In recent competitive environment, every organization focuses on increase in 

production rate with higher quality, least Price &least resources by using latest technology and 

automation. But cost of automation is much higher, So Medium and Small Scale Industries (SSI) can’t 

afford such high cost that’s why modification of existing systems is optimal solution for those 

industries. Based on concept of Modification of existing Machine we have tried to Design and 

Manufacture “Hacksaw Machine” The objective behind this project is to develop the Machine which 

cuts the material. 

                These hacksaw machines are used to cut the large size diameter of metals such as 

steel. Cutting diameter of more than 5mm is very hard work with a normal hand held hacksaw. 

Therefore hacksaw have been developed to carry out the difficult and time consuming work. 

                    

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Vivek Kumar Chauhan, Faheem khan,Chandresh Kumar Joshi (2015), In this paper the author 

developed model of Pedal Powered Hacksaw. Design and construction of pedal powered hack saw are 
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completed in mainly four steps. Design and Improvement, Modification and Development, Design and 

Development of Work Piece Stand Frame, Complete Assembly of Equipments  

 

R. Subash, K. Samuel Jayakaran, (2014), In this paper author has designed Pedal operated hacksaw 

machine which can be used for industrial applications and Household needs in which no specific input 

energy or power is needed. This project consists of a sprocket arrangement, the crank and slider 

mechanism, the chain drive. In the mechanism, chain drive is directly connected to the hacksaw for the 

processing of cutting the wooden blocks. The objective of the paper is using the conventional 

mechanical process which plays a vital role. The main aim is to reduce the human effort for machining 

various materials such as wooden blocks, steel, PVC etc. 

 

Girish T, Parameswaramurthy D (2014), In this paper author has designed to development of 

conceptual model of water pumping and battery charging cross trainer which is user friendly, easy to 

do exercise, save & stores the energy of the users muscle efforts. When the human operates the lever 

and the pedal, the Centrifugal Pump is actuated and the water is pumped from ground sump to the 

tank. At the same time the attached dynamo (i.e., is mounted near the V-belt) operates and the 

mechanical energy is converted in to electrical energy, the generated electrical energy is stored in 

battery with the help of wires. The stored electrical energy is used when we are needed. 

 

Umesh Bokade, Zakiuddin Syed Kazi and Girish D Mehta, (2013), The author proposed the designed 

model which will convert the dirty/saline water into pure/ potable water using the renewable source of 

energy (i.e., Human power). The machine consists of a human-powered flywheel motor using a 

bicycle-drive mechanism with speed-increasing gearing and a flywheel, which drive the process unit 

though a spiral jaw clutch and torque increasing gearing. The operator puts energy into the flywheel at 

a convenient power level for about one minute. After enough energy is stored, pedaling is stopped and 

the energy in the flywheel is made available to the process unit. 

 

Prof. Nitinchandra R. Patel, Ravi Thakkar, Miteshkumar Rathwa (2013) In his research paper 

“Material selection and testing of hacksaw blade based on mechanical properties” stated that the 

appropriate saw blade must be selected for better operation and fine cutting by selecting number of 

teeth per inch. There are four types of blades based on material namely High Carbon steel, Alloy Steel, 

Bi-metallic strip and High speed steel blades. Out of these four the best suitable for cutting hard 

materials like Mild steel bar and Aluminium is Bi-metallic blade on the basis of Properties of 

materials, Wear resistance and Cutting performance. 

 

S.G.Bahaley, Dr. A.U. Awate, S.V. Saharkar,(2012), In this paper the author designed and fabricated a 

pedal powered multipurpose machine. It is a human powered machine which is developed for lifting 

the water to a height 10 meter and generates 14 Volt, 4 ampere of electricity in most effective way. 

Power required for pedaling is well below the capacity of an average healthy human being. The 

system is also useful for the work out purpose because pedaling will act as a health exercise and also 

doing a useful work. 

 

Sabariananda .D.V., Siddhartha V., Sushil Krishnana B., Mohanraj.T (2014), In this paper the authors 

fabricated automated power hacksaw machine using Microcontroller. The automated machine acquires 

two inputs from the user namely the number of pieces to be cut and the length of each piece that is 
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required to be cut. The inputs are given by the user with the help of a keypad and an LCD display, 

which will help the user to verify the data given by them. 

  

MODELING OF HACKSAW CUTTER 

 

Modeling of base stand 

Figure 1 shows the modelled part of Base stand using solidworks software.  

 

 
Fig 1: Base stand 

 

 

Modeling of pulley 

Figure 2 shows the modelled part of Pulley using solidworks software.  

 

 
 

Fig 2: Pulley 
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Modeling of connecting rod 

Figure 3 shows the modelled part of Connecting rod using solidworks software.  

 
 

Fig 3: Connecting rod 

 

Modeling of hack saw frame 

Figure 4 shows the modelled part of Hack Saw Frame using solidworks software. 

 
 

Fig 4: Hack Saw Frame 
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Assembling of components 

 

Figure 5 shows the modelled part of Assembled Hack Saw Cutter using solidworks software. 

 
Fig 5: Assembled Hack Saw Cutter 

 

KINEMATIC ANALYSIS 

 

Displacement 

      The Figure 6 shows the graph for displacement of the hacksaw cutter while performing cutting 

operation during the revolution of the crank pulley. The blue line represents the values of the model 

with revolution of the crank up to 5seconds. It is clear from the graph, that the change in length of the 

driven member causes a change of length translational displacement of the sliding member. It is also 

evident that the change of driven crank of about 45mm extended a total distance of translational 

member of about 90mm. it is a linear relationship and it means that the quantitative change of crank 

will cause twice as large change in the distance travelled by slider 

 
Fig 6: Displacement vs Time 
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Linear Velocity 
        The Figure 7 shows the graph for velocity of slider during the revolution of crank. It can be 

seen that crank length from 45mm to graph 90mm which is doubling its size the velocity of the slider 

increases two and half times. It the small extension of the crank will results a higher increase of the 

speed.  

 
 

Fig 7: Velocity Vs Time 

 

Linear acceleration 
            The Figure 8 shows the graph for linear acceleration vs time that depends on 

acceleration of the slider during the revolution of the crank during one revolution of the crank the 

change in length of the slider is almost equal to six times of the crank length. With this rapid increase 

of acceleration increase the internal forces according to the known relationship. It follows that the 

mass of the crank slider mechanisms should be as low as possible to avoid large inertial forces. 

 
Fig 8: Linear acceleration vs time 

 

Theoretical Analysis 

 

The velocity of slider is obtained theoretically by using relative velocity method as follows:  

                 V=r ω 

               Where r=4.5cm 

               Connecting rod length=25cm 
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               N=40rpm 

 

Therefore Velocity of Slider = 15.8 cm/sec which is obtained from relative velocity method as shown 

in Figure 9. 

 
Fig 9: Relative Velocity Method 

 

FABRICATION OF HACKSAW CUTTER 

 

The main operations used in Fabrication are as follows 

 

Cutting 

Cutting operation is done on a mild steel metal sheet according to required dimensions to fabricate 

basement. Two mild steel rods are cut according to required dimensions to fabricate guide ways. 

Cutting operations are also done to fabricate Hack saw frame and reciprocating frame. Four pieces of 

hallow pipes used for base steel legs are fabricated using cutting operation. 

 

Drilling 

This Operation is performed to make holes on basement metal sheet so that rolling contact bearings 

are fixed to basement with the help of bolted joints. Another two holes are drilled on basement so that 

bench wise is fixed to basement with the help of bolted joints. 
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Welding 
Arc welding is performed at various places where permanent joints are required, hack saw frame and 

reciprocating frame is joined by arc welding. Base stand legs are welded to basement using arc 

welding. Arc welding is also performed at bench wise. Mild steel rods which are used as guide ways 

are welded to set up. 

 

Procedure 

The small cast iron pulley of diameter 45mm is connected to the shaft of an AC motor of 0.25 HP 

which acts as driving pulley. A plastic pulley of diameter 270mm is driven by the driving pulley and it 

is connected to a shaft at the centre. This shaft is passing through Rolling Contact Bearings and 

another end of the shaft is connected to a small cast iron pulley of diameter 40mm. The small pulley is 

now acts as a driving pulley which drives a large cast iron pulley of diameter 250mm. A steel piece is 

welded by Arc welding to pulley-4 to which a connecting rod is connected. The other end of 

connecting rod is connected to steel piece which is welded by Arc welding to a reciprocating frame. 

This reciprocating frame is aligned on mild steel rods and these rods act as guide ways to the frame. A 

Hack saw frame is welded by Arc welding to the reciprocating frame to get the reciprocating motion. 

The Hack saw blade is fixed to the Hack saw frame with the help of nuts and bolts. Entire set up is 

fixed on a mild steel metal sheet which acts as basement and hallow pipes are welded at the bottom of 

the metal sheet to all the corners acts as base stand. Two long bolts which passes from the bottom of 

basement to which adjustable Bench wise is fixed using nuts. Hence powered hack saw cutter is 

fabricated using Slider Crank Mechanism. The Figure 10 shows the Final Fabricated Hack saw cutter. 

 

 
  

Fig 10: Hack saw cutter prototype 
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CONCLUSION 

Thus a low cost and simple design of hacksaw machine is fabricated. This machine reduces the human 

effort and hence we don’t need two persons to cut the wooden logs. This simple design can enhance 

day to day household needs and it can be also used for industrial applications. Thus the Hacksaw 

cutter machine is fabricated using the principle of crank slider mechanism to achieve required stroke 

and velocity for the cutter. 
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